VIRTUAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS

Although there is no substitute for visiting the Fire Museum and seeing our awesome collection in person, if you cannot come to us, we are happy to video chat with you!

Here are the virtual outreach programs currently offered by the Fire Museum:

**Story of the Fire Service:** as seen through the 40 pieces of firefighting apparatus, documents, images, and other collections of the Fire Museum of Maryland.

Cost: $100/1 hour program

**The Great Baltimore Fire of 1904 & the People Who Remembered It:** as seen through the eyes of the people who lived through it. Includes historical information from diaries, newspapers and other archival materials, photographs, paintings, and other artwork that was used to document this catastrophic event.

Cost: $100/1 hour program

**“Isn’t That Lady Liberty?”:** a decorative arts look at the paintings, carvings, and castings of the Fire Museum of Maryland’s collections and how they relate to changing fashions of the fire service and society.

Cost: $100/1 hour program

**Plug Uglies and Fire Plugs:** How the violent politics of the 1850s brought an end to volunteer fire companies in Baltimore City.

Cost: $100/1 hour program

**Baltimore Builders:** Did you know Baltimore had more fire engine manufacturers than any other city from 1823 to 1964? This program explores the importance of Baltimore as a fire engine manufacturing hub.

Cost: $100/1 hour program

The Fire Museum of Maryland’s Virtual Outreach Programs start at $100 and last about 60 minutes. Please call or email us at the number or email below to schedule your program or to request additional information. We can even cater a program to your group’s interests!

Tel.: 410-321-7500 x102 Email: education@firemuseummd.org Fax: 410-769-8433